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PREFACE 

This publication cornisti of two parti. Part I is the report of an Expert Group 
Meeting on Quality Control in the Textile Industry, held in Budapest in July 1970 
The meeting was convened by the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO) to recommend suitable ways of assisting developing countries 
to establish efficient quality control systems in their textile industries. 

Among the recommendations adopted at the meeting was one calling for the 
preparation of a comprehensive study on quality control in the industry to include 
much of the information contained in papers presented to the meeting and in 
addition such aspects as the staffing of quality control departments, equipment 
required, training of mill personnel, preventive maintenance, and the role of statistics 
in maintaining standards. This study was prepared for UNIDO by Messrs M Chaikm 
and J. D. Collins of the School of Textile Technology, University of New South 
Wales, Australia, and is presented in Part II of the present publication. The views and 
opinions expressed in the study are those of the authors and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO. 

vu 



EXIT AN ATO« Y NOTES 

The following abbreviatimi» arc used m thh pu MR i non 

CV » coefficient of variation 

mm - mMmttn 

I » Utter 

pH - Ky drofcn ion exponent 

vm 



Part 1 

REPORT 
OF AN EXPERT GROUP MEETING 

ON QUALITY CONTROL 
IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY 





ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING 

(ID/BM/ÍLf Í   the
B

aW>«»»d   UN,*>  "<>rk   programme  for  1970 
T«2ÍÍÍ^ ^t MÌ' " Expert G,OUp Meetm« on <*»*«* Control in the 
T^extileMu.try was held from 6 to 9 July 1970. The purpo* of the meetin. whfch 

^e^^n7lIS;daPe,, "I ,he ^^ °f the Hun"rilin Government1 wast recommend suitable ways of assisting developing countries to establish efficient 
quality control systems in the textile industry. «»»IM emcient 

M   Jhrueìn eXp<^t, PirticiP"ted hi the meeting and there were three observen 
Mr. M Chartern was elected Chairman and Mr. I ¿abo, Rapporteur M? A E*ín^a 
represented UNIDO a. Officer in Charge of the meeting. 

LitJlT a,enda. °f *' m*eti,l, "•**"*" M«* 1 A number of experts were 

the agenda. These papers are listed in annex 2. 

4 ln *M|k>n to the discussion of the agenda items, the programme included 
v«U to the Textile Research Institute, thelnstitute for Q»*5T^ni¡¡ 

MtTRIMPEX, and an integrated wonted mil, in Budapest. 



DISCUSSION 

5. A paper presented by Mr. Barella Miro on statistical methods of quality control 
coasted mainly of a survey of the various techniques described in trade 
publ»cat,ons. After dealing with the definitions, the concept of distortions and the 
methodology mvolved, the author referred to the principal statistical tests and their 
applications. The paper also contained an introduction to analyses of variance. 

6. Discussion centred mainly around the minimum knowledge required bv quality 
control personnel, their training in the basic concepts of mathematical statistics the 
use of non-parametric methods (not dealt with in the paper) and th e^e tha 
stat.st.cs play m the general establishment of a quality controlaste,»,. 

Paper oÍeVnní
UdaVvrSnÍ?H0n,0^Ta,Íty COntr°' * a textUe mi" was ««tlined • ' 

»•      A» expected, the viiying experiences of the participants in ehe introduction of 

E&ZÏÏf,*' Pa"k* mÜI leVel h^Ui "» ^^"» »ate P.P,- and some useful information was exchanged. 

9       The paper by Mr. Chaikin was concerned mainly with the cau«* and m„(rni „r 

10.    Three papers, by Messrs H. K. Krakowian, T. A. Subramanian and L A  B 
Gangli,  on vanous aspects of quality control m spinning wTre pTe^nted   Thev 

^XToZÎ C"« T1 qUÍtC adeqUatC,y °ne °f fhe -^poldnt I«a m quality control. In particular, mean yarn count and yam irrerolaritv and th,ir 
2ï£TC: m PT£ COntr01 md Pfoduct I"«* wereT^SVÍJS 
method^»discussed. The wide-ranging comment, that followed each of the« pawn 

EE^TÏÏl ¡¡2arou*d and *•conside'abk—•of -'•« 
11 The papers by Messrs M C. Paliwal, S. N. Bhaduri and P Grosberi were 
received with a great deal of interest since their topics wTdimi ¡Z*2L 7JÎ 
weavmg, and knitting, respectively-had not ^AAo&"í 



DISCUSSION 

trade publierons .,i some of the other issues. The various techniques involved the 
problem of yam defects, and the control of parameters were outhned Subsequent 
d.scuss.on extended and amplified the points raised in the papers. *ubse<luent 

l2 TÏAC nn!r°' in the Finishin« of Cotton", by Mr. P. C Mehta was 
presented by Mr Paliwal, and the discussion indicated the very great interés of The 
participants ,n the use of quality control techniques in dyeing and S2. T^ 
paper dealt comprehensively with raw materials and dyestuffs the P5 and 
comp.tibd.ty with finishing agents and auxiliaries; it also dcaVwüh Sts of 

ÄS.1"1 and the CTr°' °f •~d^P««» The discussion brS;   ou special problems encountered in actual mill experience. 

iL LhteJ.aSl PaPer bl Mr Sli,ler' °n the Pathological aspects to be considered 
when establ.sh.ng a quality control eherne in a mil, was presented by Mr. Pitre The 
part.cpants outhned their experiences in this connexion, and during the ensuing 
d.scu,s.on the .mportance of giving attention to this question wa, fully record 

14. It was agreed that, for the purpose of preparing a composite document on 
quabty control m the textile industry, each author should resubmitto" uS IW 

MM!?   K w^thorS WCre   ftlrther   rei>UMted  ,0   submit  as complete 
bbhograph«, as possible on the subject matter of their papers, payingTpecial 
attention to industrial practice. F-J"ng »peciai 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

(a) 

(b) 

fe) 
id) 

(e) 

15.    Following the discussion of points raised in the papers, it was agreed that 
additional  papers and/or contributions should be sought covering the following 

Quality control in the finishing of wool and wool-blended woven and 
Knitted fabrics; 

Quality control in the finishing of man-made fibre products: 
Quality control of fibre raw materials; 
Quality control in the garment industry; and 

Case studies on the establishment of quality control systems with special 
attention given to the practical resuiis achieved. 

CotTon-lm/WG^/^ thf/rrMentÍíeí "0ua,ity Control fa the Fi•hi"S of 1  r    'D/WG;58/5/Rev O should include additional sections on quality control 
in the finishing of cotton-blended and knitted fabrics. 

16. It was recommended that, following the receipt of the additional material 
necessary to give a reasonably complete picture of the application of quafity œntrol 
m the text.le industry, UNIDO should seek the assistance of one or more expTr" to 
prepare a composite document recommending the procedures to be followed n 
msti uting a comprehensive quality control scheme I a developing country  This 
hould be followed by the actual implementation of the propo sed «heme ma 

consenting country  and the report on the results achieved should be Sble for 

tvetp!7Coutril?UalÌty COntrOÌ 0rganÍZatÍOnS Sh0U,d «« * *< "^1 

17.    In implementing the programme outlined above: 

(a) The practical procedures, including systems and techniques followed in 
existing textile quality control centres, should be taken into 
consideration; 

fb) If a quality control centre is established, it should in general act as an 
adviser and consultant to the individual textUe mUls in the country It 
should not be a mere testing house but should become involved in 

enn^nf TU   T"? ^ "" °f *"*» C°ntrOÌ »S » *»SÌS '<" process 
control. The centre should be encouraged to become involved with firms 

Annex 2 con 

Part II of this p 
tains . Ii*t of the new papers resulting from this recommendation 

» Pubhction is «he comprehensive paper £.„ed for in this recommendation. 



Rf COMMENDATIONS 

(e) 

in the development of new products so as to prevent an excessive rigidity 

devetpmems ,0n °f *"** *« °°M pUce * ^ on «Äd 

Additional expert advice should be sought when necessary and 

atntnofUN.^. ***** ^ "*»*« *°M •*< the ^ 

¿Li h WaS Pr0pOSed that a SerieS °f qua,ity contro1 *min• be held in selected 
developmg countnes. An expert group would be asked to organize „dI pmvtiehe 

N. U was recommended that UNIDO co-operate with organizations involved in 
quality control programmes, with special reference to their clittesTn the 
promotion of quality control systems. ,n  tne 





Annex J 

AGENDA OF THE MEETING 

1 Opening add renes; election of Chairman and Rapporteur. 

2. Survey of statistical methods of quality control in the textile industry. 
3. General organization of quality control in a tex tile mill. 
4. Causes and control of waste in worsted spinning. 

5. Application of quality control methods in wonted spinning. 

6. Quality control in cotton spinning, yarn count and uniformity. 
7. Quality control in winding, beaming and weaving. 
8. Quality control in knitting. 

9. Quality control in the finishing of cotton. 

10. Psychological considerations for an efficient quality control programme. 
11. Recommendations and conclusions. 

1 
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ID/WG.58/1 

ID/WG.58/2 

ID/WG.58/3 

ID/WG.58/4 

ID/WG.58/5/Rev.l 

ID/WG.58/6/Rev.l 

ID/WG.58/8/RCV.1 

ID/WG.58/9 

ID/WG.58/10 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS' 

A.    Documenta presented to the meeting 

The causes and control of waste in worsted spinning 
by M. Chaikin, University of New South Wales. Au it rali a 

Application of quality control methods in wonted spinning 
iimt"^    Ü   °Wian' ,ntemation«« Wool Secretariat, London, united Kingdom 

Survey of statistical methods and concepts to be applied in 
textile quality control -PF^U in 

by A Barella Miró Director of the Institute for Textiles and 
Leather, Barcelona, Spain 

Quality control in the knitting industry 
by P. Grosberg, University of Leed«, United Kingdom 
Quality control in the finishing of cotton 

BLT" uMehta*. Director of Ahmedabad Textile Industry's 
Research Association, Ahmedabad, India 

Quality control in cotton »pinning, yam count and uniformity 
ÌL A £A ^bramamjin' A *• Garde and S. N. Bhaduri 

Ä,a ,ndU8try'S Re*arch AwKi'tion< Ah•£ 
Quality control in winding, beaming and weaving 

tadW.'¿^"t /nd S- N' Bhaduri' Ah•W>* Textile industry s Research Association, Ahmedabad, India 

The organization of quality control in a textile mill   some 
general aspect« and problems 
by T. A. Jçdryka, Textile Research Institute, ¿odi, Poland 

pr^aÎnï81 COn,ide^8íion, for « «ff«'*e <*•»«> control 

Lta¿ds!55.We,ner Manaíement Co««ul'»«t». Inc., New York, 

A limited number of copies .re available upon request. 
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Study of the theoretical and practical retatkms of spinning plinti 
oy   L.   A    B   Gangli,  Textile Research Institute, Budapest 
Hungary2 

i.     Documents prepared Kteqawiit to the 
Expert Group 

by the 

ID/WG.58/13 

ID/WG.58/14 

ID/WG.58/15 

ID/WG.58/16 

ID/WG.58/17 

Quality control in the fintahing of fabrics made from blends of 
cotton with man-made fibres 
by P. C. Mehta, Director of Ahmedabad Textile Industry's 
Research Association, Ahmedabad, India 

Quality control in the clothing industry 
by N. H. Chamberlain. University of Leeds, United Kingdom 

Quality control in the finishing of man-made fière products 
by C. Duckworth 

Quality control in the finishing of wool and wool-blended 
woven and knitted fabrics 
by C. Duckworth 

Quality control of fibre raw materials 
by J D. Collins, University of New South Wain, Australia 

D*M»i*,i* » ». mttMt *,,*, .M wwth% ^ ^ malMñe ^ -èMrtWlèwl 





Partii 

A STUDY ON 
QUALITY CONTROL 





Introduction 

The main aim in any manufacturing industry is to maximize profits from the sale 
of the finished merchandise, which entail» minimizing the production costs A mill 
purchases raw materials and, through a series of mechanical and/or chemical 
processes, transforms them into the final product for saie. As this product is required 
to have certain properties, or meet certain specifications, the raw materials the 
processing sequence and the processing parameters must be chosen with these in 
mmd. 

For any product there is a minimum hypothetical production cost but the actual 

d£fU!h •"   y ^"' OWíg ,0 SUch faCt°" M exceMive WMte Paction, processing difficult«*, inferior product, (reject, and second,) and product returns by the 

^¡¡ZirSL! 7   qwT ?*of customer ,OM) The *«of ^^ycon^ » 
Ln ¿T. L^r "Ï there m * number of P^tive "*"«"» «»t can be 
ttlZ i^T f**? dttcutt,n« *"".h<••'. »ne main parameter, affecting 
Viewed C COmC Under the jUrWktion of ^««*y control, will be 

The following factors are significant in the final production cost: 
(a) Raw material parameters; 
(b) Processing conditions; 
(c) Operating procedures; and 
(d) Machinery. 

Raw material parameters. There are a number of factors that must be considered 
when choosing fibre, for ,.specified end product. The fibre's performance in 

ÜSüST1 fi? U * •fftCted by iU finWe"' ten*h' "«i1" •* di«"**' varnMNty, mechanical properties crimp, maturity (cotton), colour, the presence of 
foreign matter, and the degree of entanglement or damage In practice, there will be 
jome minimum requirement in terms of these properties and the purchase of inferior 
ZS. "!2L C1*** *? Pfoce"ini P'obtem». excessive waste and substandard 
rnerchandiae, leading to large profit loam. If a firm obtain, better fibres than are 

ZZ'ZZlZ A *rT" ^T* * " hi|Nr P""*1* P** ><thi» to° *iB tetd to a loaa in profits. As fibres such as cotton and wool are often sold with substantial 
amounts tf impurities present, it is essentia!, in order to avoid paying too much for 
U^raw material, to assess accurately the clean fibre yield. When choosing fibres for a 
•pecffic end use it is necessary to balance quality against price in order to obtain the 
opinmim purchase. 

th.. !ín *"!' ^¿t" requil*d lww been "P**d. »nere remains the problem 
that the purchased fibres may differ in specification from the optimum, since fibres 

is 
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tend to be bought on the bas.s of subjective assessment rather than on measured 
propert.es. Accurate knowledge of particular properties is usually necessary to enable 
the spjnner to adjust processing conditions t() the m{ h waste, procesan« 
d.ff.cult»es and low-quality end products are minimized Pressing 

anrf YeÏÎle mÍ,,S USe many °ther raW materia,s. »eh as chemicals, dyes and sizes 
and , these are not up to specification in terms of strength, purity eie thev mav 
lead to processing problems with a consequent rise in production osts CerTa n 
materials, such as dyes, may be avai.ab.e from a number of suppliers at   pparen Iv 

fhe Z P
TT' 

Ut theXu PhCeS ViH- in effeCt- be direct,y •"d <° the streng Of the dyes. The correct choice of raw material depends on the effective price and 
quality factors associated with the material. declive price and 

P^ÄS^tS Ih"' SPrifications for a *• final *>"*»« determine the processing  sequence  and  the  relevant  processing  parameters   that will nmviH* 
optimum manufacturing conditions. However, even wh^eop^rSriSÄ 

«ZZ ,S C,Ca:,yK dCfmed' the eff,CiCnCy of each P•*» » afCed by mach nf "tt.ngs (e.g. ratch settings, roller speeds, spindle speeds   and producrion r«t,o 

säi^Ä tr-Ä 1ä tsí ^r -ir 

œs ,:hen condi"ons m ^Ä^TL^a^s 

wJ^nTÍ^PrVCedU
f7

S A" op€rat0r •V «ny out his or her duties in a variety of 

»d\?ní  Ifil^T* Pr0dUC,ÍOn rate' Pr0duct ^*>> ^«VÄ 
^^Ar^ïT -thod (or methods) that tends to 

the operating ïïu^TiieiTÏSLÎ?h ^ *"*' '" ** reSp8Ct " that'even if 

poorly^ trainer p^ly   *w£I Í*' TV* ""y *WiB fr0m k if ta is 

p^cho^, factors h^Ui^ careteM 

^L^S^^^l[^^rK^ • *! ""' th« »mit, of the 
machinery affect prontabUUv s n^n, ?" * "d "I***«««! of the 
the more eff.cfc„t H, n^n ¡ri,« ^""^ ^¡T* modern the m^h^ » 
lower produce c«ts    * 8   " PrOCeSSmg ^"^ tess "««« »•*. hence, 

whicTS "i0 .fCrifm
C

aït
8 .tteH»*ri?m«« °f «* machinery is the condition in 

ke     Poorly mau.ta.ned equ.pment has an adverse effect on profitability^ 
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th.t IÎIH 7       q    ly ""if101 PT°V•• " to eliminate, as far as possible factors 
Itril n   mCrMSed Pi°dUCti0n COStS and Iower ProfitabUity. Contro  of   aw 
materials processing conditions, product properties at various stages of processa 

S£j o°Sren8aPrSdUre
íÍ
ÍVftÍOn t0 "*"" ^«"^Aï essential to ensure a final product that meets the required specification« with 

minimum waste for minimum production cost Chapter 1 disVu^m^fT 
jmportant aspects of quality cLro. while later chi    r A^i^^ZS 
the textile industry. The role, the special problems and the JSR^ST^^ 



Chapter 1 

PRACTICAL QUALITY CONTROL METHODS 

The economics of quality control 

Costing is one of the most important factors in quality control, since the extent 
to which contici » exercised depends on the relative cost of the control scheme 
ompared with the cost of poor quality owing to waste, processing drittes 

T^Tl^"• ? 7rA 8eneral CÜSt/£,Ua,ity contrüI relationship is indie.Ted" 
:X on IT ,°' rffris increased*there is a «*<«*»** ¿«— « ^ expenditure on he control scheme (curve A) and a corresponding decrease in the 
cos of poor quality (curve B). The actual cost to the firm ( curve C) ii the sum of the 
costs of the control scheme and of poor quality 

Cost 

Incrtastd control 
Figure I.     The cost of quality control 

18 
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In practice, the achievement of this optimum requires a good account• system 
that gives a continuous, accurate record of the costs of the control scheme and\Z 
cost of poor quality. The level of control is varied continuously, eittrTpwards o 
downwards, until the minimum is reached. It is worth pointing ou  here CDOo 
quality does not necessarily indicate an inadequate control scheme The ontimnm 
may be that stage at which a significant proportion of seconds fbelg priced For 
example, it may  be best, economically, to produce  10 per cent seconds   It i 
necessary   of course, to ensure customer satisfaction by adequaëlv *reen n« the 

Sondi bef0re Sale l°•^y *•« -o»" then be' removedZZá! as 

As well as implementing the foregoing optimization scheme, an effort must be 
made to gam maximum benefit for a given expenditure on the control scheme Thi 
means a careful assessment of the scheme to ensure that the essente t•ing 
earned out   while  unnecessary or superfluous testing is eliminated  The testin« 

wtnmethT HabeHh,8l;,y Se,CriVe in °rder !o 0btain maxim• benefit, particuHy when the added value is low (e.g. knitting) and funds for quality control e 
consequently limited. Figure 2 indicates ^grammatically the effect obSd by 
optimuing the control scheme. Curve A is the cost of control while Band cTre the 
respective costs of poor quality for an optimum and a non-opim «heme TJ 
actual costs are indicated by curves D and E, respectively 

Cost 

Increased control 

Figure 2.      The effect of quality level on the con of quality control 

The economics involved in the choice of raw materials, such as fibres, represent 
another factor in the scheme that is worth considering. As cheaper fibres lead to 
more waste and a lower quality level, Iones may be higher than when more expensive 
fibres are used. Figure 3 indicates the effect to be expected where curve A » the cost 
of control and curves B and C are the costs of poor quality for the cheaper and more 
expensive fibres, respectively. The respective actual costs to the mill are indicated by 



Cost 

UlAIITYCONTROl IN FMI TIXTIII  INDUSTRY 

Incrtastd control 
Figure J.     The effect of the quality of raw material on the cost of quality control 

For the cheaper fibres, the optimum scheme costs C,, while for the more 
expense m ate nal the cost is C2 : therefore, the increased cost for the ch aper Z 

hea'per^bré   Ï JfÌT" " ^^ ^ "* ^^ fmm the PUrch** °f the 
cneaper libres  it will be more economical to use them.  It is thus necessarv ,n 
opt.rn.ze the choice of fibres in order to minimize costs. J 

Obtaining and maintaining optimum processing conditions 

Although guides to the choice of raw material and the appropriate orocess.n« 
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Carefully planned small-scale processing experiments in which a v.riPtv    r 

The results of al experiments must be carefully documented »Äev mav 

SïïTïï u^ S*',hin ; "rmül •s**« v^ '•* •'-° Ä coiour. it is up to each mül to strive for its own effective optimum conditions 
Experience gained through experimentation and practice influenc sTe choice 

of processing conditions for a particular job lot. However, o^S^Z^t^ 

Sct^Ze^ IT"? í enSUre that they « maintained AÏ3E processing sequence.  Adequate  documentation,  identifying  the  job and «ivi• 

The IntTh8 COn|d,t,0nS and °ther rc,eVant data' co"«*y recorded shiïd ac^omZv 

«««,» ~. «       v  8'    cnecK or> the pattern in weav na) Parameters for 
som« procer may „ucluate or vary ^ ^       tempe,««« ,^«1^ 

¿AAA Ää tÄÄT 
¡ïr. HäTä

lhort *"* "'where "- -!h• 

Machine maintenance 

waSteTheand0nf,ÌOn Í "? maChÌnery haS 3 vitai bearin* °" production, quality waste   and thus production costs.  In order to minimize  faulty opera ion and 
ÏÏÎÏw   ÌS "'"^ t0 Ìmp,ement a ^"iPrehensive preventive CnTenance scheme. The functions of such a scheme are to ensure: maintenance 

(a) That machines are cleaned regularly; 

(b) Regular lubrication of each machine; 
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it') Regular attention to parts that need replacement or reconditioning ( lappinfi 
on squeeze rollers, roller coverings, blades in slab catchers, parts that require 
sharpening and so on); M 

(d) That the machine is operating correctly (checking the operation of the 
various stop motions, builder motions and so on); 

fe)  That machine settings do not move out of adjustment during operation; and 

M   That regular inspections are made for worn or broken parts, vibrations 
damaged roller surfaces and so on. 

It is necessary to supply maintenance and inspection check lists for each 
machine, giv.ng the frequency at which each of these functions should be carried out 
Operatives and supervisors should be encouraged to be alert for any unusual 
operating characteristics so that faults developing between inspections will receive 
speedy attention. Operatives should be discouraged, in particular, from making 
adjustments to settings without the supervisor's knowledge. If an adequate scheme is 
set up and personnel are vigilant, problems with machinery can be kept to a 

Operative procedures 

As the operator is in direct contact with the material during processing, his or 
lier actions may have a significant effect on productivity, quality and waste The firs 
parameter to consider in this respect is the institution of the best known procedures 
both m staffing and ,n the duties and operations required of an operative in a 
particular process Staffing levels (e.g. machines per operator, spinner PÄ7y fes 
must be established and decisions made whether one operator does one o Ire S 
ma sequence (e.g. should the same operator carry out doffing, piecing and c«eUn« 
w.th,n the spinning operation). After jobs have been determined the ¿tto foTeïh 
job, and methods of carrying them out, must be clearly detailed 

The operative must be taught these procedures and told why they are to be 
carried out m the designated fashion. This information should be geareTto t£ 
ability of the operative to understand the problem and should include an explánate 
of the importance of the process in the over-all production sequence • 
consequences of poor quality, excess waste and so on. Ottative,•JÏ"ZLáZ 

be instituted whereby production, quality and waste get proper attention 
The supervisor must continually monitor the work to ensure that the specified 

procedures are being adhered to correctly. He should be constantly K far 
deficiencies and when they are found, should determine whether^« owing £ 

fa) Operative carelessness; 

fb) Expecting the operative to do a job that is beyond his capabilities; or 
(c)  Poorly defined or ambiguous procedures. 

As it ,s unlikely that the initially defined procedure will be optimum chantes will 
usuaHy be necessary as experience is gained. The mill must b?PrepaTed AT 
flexible approach and experiment with, and alter, procedure, ta order to ï»ek>P 
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operating method! that will give the best practical results. The psycholo«**! 
consideration, that a« involved in the« procedure» must be understood' Th£*¡ 
be discussed m a later section. y 

Statistical quality control 

77M- testing programme 

Besides developing control methods, it is necessary to monitor material 
charactemtic, and quality at various control station. thLghout^ pr^ïï 
sequence. Sufficient check, of objective properties must b? made so t^Se 

^¿IrTt^T rerrem*nt» in ^ «- F-«H,ct are met. The^t ,*p in 
this retard should be a thorough, systematic analysis of the material properties 
durmg the processing sequence. This analysis should include : Properties 

(b) 

M 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

A list of all properties that can be assessed or measured during processing. 

The interrelationships between these properties. If a number of properties 

Tramete'r " "^ ****** %° CORUOk "* °f them ** controllml «* »«y 

The relativ«Jmportance of each property on subsequent processing and in 

expected^ whether large  fluctuations m  likely, and  the  size of the 
fluctuation necessary to produce detrimental effects 

An assessment of the number of measurements required to produce a 
meaningful result. pww«* J 

ÌZLZJIÌ £? °í í'•*!1 I mean"|iful •«"h. This w»| include a 
knowledg« of the available methods, the instrumentation required, the cost 

lltnlTT•*•' the "»"**' « P*0»* "**« to take the measurements and so on. 

^H^^V0 Pr°^l "»«•»»»*»» «~»t» The speed at which a result 
<S ir ïi!^*4 mU,t * fMt enOM,h w ^ reim*«1 «««i c«n be carried 
out. If the tune is excessive, the results may be useful only at a guide in 
preventing future processing mistakes. 

*ff Jh*TÎ!!î,r0r lhe COnJfo1 Klîf"* * to obtain °Ptim«1 »fontiition with minimum 
^ ^ fore««!li •*• «* e«»»»»* the quality controller to set up a testa. 

•tttion, such a. the number of measurements requited, the frequency of 
meaeurement »id sampling method.. When the schemeTput itop«SHI ¿c 

tSPSilïïï?'- ,f,tin, l0,»VrtaM* "-«»•I *«•**• fronVthe control scheme, adding others, improving sampling techniques and so on. 

7*e rote of statatici 

ftaw¡Ühtl5u!.L" ?£?"**,**** to ca"y out » «*•** "«Potion(eg. of 
ftoahed^Products, fabrics and garments), it is more usual to b«e dac«ons on a 
•ampie taken from the materia. There is always cerUsnty in . d^Woa rnaTon^he 
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ibi 

t*Td¿T^ 'Tu1*0"- but whCT °",y a fraction of the •W «f * Process is 
toted, the dec»K>n will have less probability of being correct. This mean, that tfcre 
» always a certam  proportion of wrong decisions. It is thus necessary to de«.n 

^¡TmÏÏ*? tÌmÌZe the ^^ °f makin* wrong Sn°sucï8 
procedure must be baaed on statistical methods. 

Statistical methods are necessary to provide: 

'a>  tAííÍUÜ!i.Mmp,Énl technk*u« A sample that is truly representative of the 

SAÎÏÎ^ tOKn Sampling me,h<îdi •s< * «* ^ operator and method bias do not occur and that the properties to be 
mejuared from the sample are not affected by damage in sXhnliowin* 
perhaps, to carelessness or the method being used). P   * '       g 

An adequate sample size for decision making. In order to determine th* 
appropriate minimum sample size it i, first n?ces«ry Toknow thTa^un 

•fat£ tZVf eft,mate The ^^ «^«d *«« depend on the 

known' Z exaZeV"^ "*" T *"** +**£?* *ï unown, tor example, that a 5-per cent change in the value of a nar»m«t«.r 

A scientifically vatd basis for decision making. It is always ootuble th., 

situations are available. » wide range of decworwnaking 

W 

M 
situations are available. 

the value of taking measurements, "leasurement, determine 

combined with staZkJNMS,¡T« IT^M^Í^ "* <****<*"*** 
flexible and ve designed t7£Z«¿ZJ?*J*i.

tato" thal the* «ü*»««!» are 
«w material.S1^7^ W,,h "" **"<>""«*' cap*«,«*, of the 

Statistical methodi 

chmcieriMic) »4 ¡„ ««J" t¡J5£j¿£-¿lET*« <h. »*. of lh« 
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standard déviation, respectively, though, in order to simplify calculation, »h, «,.«•• and range are often used instead »«npuiy calculations, the median 

fa)  They derive from a number of different sources of variation ; 
(b) The effect, from these source, are independent of each other; and 
(c) Individual effects are small compared with the over-all effect. 

s¿ SSáít : Trr- ^^ £=M¡ 
SribuTio^s ta Í2 î» .î*    ÍT A re-onabte '•** for the constant for most 

ÄÄ s ¿tÄiÄtrirchance h twenty 
particular accuracy e •± n «mi ï ¡^* . n wtimitini » Parameter to a 

—«y. When * „««,„,» of JLSn^àTTSÎ.ÎSlÎ; 
•h, uIüJÜ ^ ." °r *ffercn« "»»«n .wo meinilu» Ih« , dktributioni 

?ÄS 1TS5ÍA,- *— «"^ ÄS 
ex JíéetettÍn| the hyPOthe,l,' the aim ",0 * abte to m*« *ci«on, on whether, for 

(•>  The measured mean is, or is not, different from a specified value; 
TJ^rneasured standard deviation is, or is not, different from a specified (b) 

(ci Two measured means aie the tame, or différant; and 
The variances from two samples ait the same, or different. 

LmlSiilÄT1, for.*xamPk' *• b«* "»««hod used is to set up a null 
ÄST hÏLtA ""V ""* * Wm ****** v**> «* ** « .¿inst an 
nwiiiypomesis M assumed to be true, the distribution of the sample mean will he 

i k EML , ^S? fW*1*1» » "ctptoi. If the nul hypothesis k true then 
it » desirable to make «ha deckion most of the time «id the 2ÏÏSso^tto 
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chance of rejecting it is «nail (an error of the first kind). The test, however, is of no 
use unless it can detect the alternative most of the time when it is true. The test is 
therefore designed to the required sample size so that the chance of rejecting the 
alternative when it is true (an error of the second kind) is small. 

There are many standard tests available, and those which assume reasonable 
normality include: 

(a) Testing the value of a single mean or the difference between two means 
it tests); 

(bj Testing the value of a variance or standard deviation (chi-squared test); 
(c) Testing the ratio of two sample variances (F test); and 

fdf Comparing the effect of different levels of one or several factors on a certain 
characteristic ( analysis of variance). 

A wide variety of tests come under the general heading of "non-parametric" since 
they can be applied irrespective of the type of distribution involved. Correlation 
methods are alto useful in detecting interrelationships between different variables 

Shewart's charts may be used in regulation control to provide a continuous 
check on the value of a characteristic. These charts show the value that should be 
assumed by the parameter, together with the value's warning and control limits The 
warning limits aie set so that the measured value will be inside them most of the time 
cW.IÎl*»t roe. outside them will give a warning of a pos»ible shift in the 
characteristic s value. The control limits are set to that the chance of obtaining a 
value outside them, when no change has occurred, will be negligible. The design of 
the charts must be such that errors of the second kind are minimized, which entails 

TJlLTiï       l ÏT »ccepted a. good. Chart, may also be based on the median 
ind range. The* chart, involve little calculation but are leu efficient. Cumulative 
»urn charts are useful in indicating trends. They arc more sensitive, easy to obtain 
and require smaller samples than control charts. 

Waste control 

The waste problem is a complex one, since a great variety of wastes are produced 

*"**•• P"*«"*! variables and conditions, operating procedure»? and operative 
vsnabie. A. waste is often directly related to qjity, iE££&TuaKeî 
w» automatically keep it down. Sometime», however ÏÏAÏoSAS 

quality n necessary. On other occasions waste and quality are indemndent of •* 

=STi.t^r«s tM,ui *>*«* <•* -•"£ ïAî z 
¡¡TüiiLTfÜ*"      tt »«"""«xpeiiil»« at advanced it»w of proemta bul 

untoT        P "•"* f•"*'« »V**. «Hier Ih« kl MMkial 

The fini Hep in a wane conimi icheme •• to minanbe lone, ta-uned K, lh« 
P•d»c«, „f „»,. rw. «„„¡h t, opUmfeatH» of In« Sü¿tSt¿ £ 
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fe-use) of waste. A classification system should be established, based on similarity of 

E^:•-j esd zTo *»* thc ^m• ^«°«. «äS 
ssssi^^must * **-* *<"""the—that m^ 

Standards must be set for the waste, but it is important that these be realistic 
Theyjnust be flexible and should be revhed regularly (upward,, if necessTryT wí£ 

Adequate machine maintenance help, to minimize waste as does th, use of corree, 
operating procedures and the proper training of operators. 



Chapter 2 

QUALITY CONTROL ORGANIZATION 

The quality control department 

senara "£Í!!T tnn.d A 
,0 iemWe qUality contro1 from P^^tion and make it a 

«pmc   députaient   d,rectly   responsible   to   management.   Thi, en«,«,   he 

•tSiThTTrs for ^^ "^ Md evaluatk>n and -3Z mw nuna,em«nt to trice the appropriate corrective ,tcps. However, the omfaa*»i 

ÄS1",nooth C(>oper',ion be,ween ^control •* »he73SÏÏ 
nrodüí qUtBíy J0"1'01 ^P^"*"1' » ¡ti role of testing and evaJuatint current 

^ Í^T"1 C?ntro1., resP°níibi,ít^   Responsibilities for checking   control 

^ otrTe'Z^r^'^lL^ tMtin| ,aboratofy Thi, laboratory wiU carry out toting that cannot be done in the work place and should have the 
necessary equipment and qualified staff. Additional speci«STequ!pment 
may be requ,red for trouble shooting when productiorProbSni,X 

fc) The training of mill personnel. 

¡re -• *• •>—• -2^ ¿Aits 

~ft£*s«? s; «irsr ?• "l,°,ho,,id * « «*•>•• 

28 

m 
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Staffing of the quality control department 

wAKaxsAíar¿ • penon mu« be Uujh, the* method», and ih» maySv«M. 2Ï-Î 
Von* coune, „d/o, A, tempo,«,' JrfSSZS, *"* 

w cZ!»T LTS. fTou,,i,te ,he comp",)'who b rap«*"'«» i" q«Mty SÏÏUAÏÏLpenon muil become K<,u,u,ted "» *• *i 

and .he confidence of ,£ 2? X" ? """"" kn0Wl""e °f I"0«»" 

A typical job veciffc.««, for , „„If,,, contt0| ^^ reidt M fonotn 

to Jt^Zir^lZ ,Upe,Vi? * l,aff Who* number md ^lific-tion, depend to a large extent on the uze and type of null. In a lane vertical mill it m,V h# 

The testing laboratory 

Ai a Urte number of fibre, sliver yarn and fabric testi are affected bv motttu» 

quipment provided in the laboratory depend on die control acheme considered 
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economically appropriate for the particular mill, as discussed in previous sections 
Where a mill cannot afford all the equipment needed for routine testing and trouble 
shooting, it may be possible to call on outside agencies for assistance. These agencies 
(universities, testing authorities etc.) are of importance in providing specialized 
equipment and testing outside the scope of the quality control department 

Training of mill personnel 

Mill personnel at all levels must be taught the principles of quality control and 
the explanation should be geared to the function of the employee within the mill 
lop management must be convinced of the gains to be had from an efficient control 
scheme as well as the general methods of control, and in order to achieve this it will 
be necessary to demonstrate to them the advantages in terms of hard cash Very few 
top officials wish to support science merely for its own sake 
th,vlnJ?ChL? suPe,v¡Sürs

l
wha, 1»ality control means it is more important that 

Inh ta
K

Ugh P"nc,Ples than the mathematical theory behind the principles The 

uÄ InH r* °n USÌng a neW t0°' f0r "*in* old Prob,ems The£ shoSlSbe an 
uncomrolft PrOCe? CapabÌlÌtÌCS' the natUre of variatio" (controlled an3 
ZZ I l aVerageS" d,sP€rs,ons' ** control chart and sampling. It is useful to 
«ndicate how some practical problems have  been solved. The solving of actual 

tC h^rÌIT180"/5 a T°l hlÌP Ìn a training Pr°*'am• and » * ^Portam that the training does not get ahead of this practical aspect 
Training of operatives is best carried out on the job by the supervisors The train 

mg should be geared to the workers' ability to understand thP7oMe J'Jft~¡¡ 
mclude an explanation of the position of their process in the over-all processi 
sequence, how to recognize poor quality and the effect of this on later proce^ng 

Psychological aspects 

caJn^Jl Ty faC!°rS inV0,VCd in achievin* the desired rc»»lt» « quality control, and the human element is often the most significant of these It is unwi* I 

;tir:;ri:\r
por,anciof T 

human etemem * >~ ¿*£ i : peop e still¡play the major role in decision making. Quality control depends on the 
decisions of personnel at all levels, from top management down * 

undenLT? ^ ca"!"5|* P^Wity of human error, it i, important to 
Sow 7lï í í;r P«•"^8•»' Pattem contrib«t» to the making of error. wd 
ZL.Î. ?    V   Can ** Chan8ed t0 minimize '"<>** An employee's performance 

«Ztx: ii e:Ti^ phyr' TUT** 
the «*•«* £*• regaraing rus task, and the degree to which he identifies with the ¿oak of th- 

cTbT Z Í rWg ,0 r that human P*rform»nce w h eg^rdt qud ,v 
can be improved by mcr-ased motivation, since motivation itselfmav £ In the 
wrong direction (e.g. produc on at the expense of quality) 
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There is often confusion on the part of the employee as to what constitute 
ffi¡í' r »•<*^ qu-Bty ; when qualify I border-H^^ofS 
» par »cu arly apparent. It ,. essentia] that standards be set clearly defining limits for 
acceptability and that «Vse standards be communicated to the operato! 

ability tondo tíí'lV" Hmp,0yee' íCStS Sh0U,d * given to *au«c his Potential and ability to do the job and a personal interview should be conducted to determine hU 
dnve and ambition. The employee should be trained to feel part of the clpTnv and 
he should understand his place in  the processing sequence. I   is  mportänMo 

^m£¿T?l meth0dS '? qUaIÍty "*"' *" -thods frPs^ednta d 
Prooe    tra^Z      A       ^^ ^^ * kCpt md reviewed "ith h• regularly Proper   training   and   superv.sion   result   in   reduced   labour   turnover   £,w\i 
absenteeism better morale, increased production and improvT^ '" 

Sh    ,AAt 
g, í* 0perator when tiuality fal,s below standard the supervisor 

should determine ,f the proper tools were available to him, if his nstrucS w re 
correct  ,f he was trained properly, if the product was in o der when ,7r Xd h 

viz., identify the problem, pinpoint the cause, determine the solution   take the 
necessary act•, and fo low up to check that the correction has been ml" 

an,t 1^ q •    y CrT0ner mUSt ** aWare °f the abi,i'y. *nsory perception agilitv 
ÏÏZ'TiXt*" empk>yee' Whether the qUali,y P^m^Tl^jS? whether the right equipment is available, and the consequences of ofbtnd.nl 

ÄhT* qUíty COntr? °rgani2er mUSt ensure that the *",s "e e„.rj L aThlevÍ 
ÏSÏÏ^IIiîl&rÎrf "I" th°!f °f ,thC emp,0yee' that a-«iÄ - 
Srìomti w Jíc^ JS ÏT,IO,!.ind Standard, are PrOVided'that SUitab,c cont'ol personnel are selected, and that quality awareness is developed 

It is management's duty to establish an atmosphere of quality awareness while 
the operato» are ,n direct contact with the process and the quality perfori Te 

ÍKr^"lÍ,S^ T°nSÍb,e f0r eniUring ^ pÄra
Ct el 

Î^ÎAS^XSTnecemry His rok is to work throu|h wta 

Pi«c^on^ÏÏnTlf fST ."if'8 haSrant ' diminí>hin« ef the Sortance Placea on experience. If the skills are adequately taught, experience assumes a 
jmaller role in determining quality. The employ«, must have uhe dTs,re to kam to 

TäTTT 
his iki,\and manafemw,t mu« -«*» Hää ?££ h » important to examine the job and assign responsibly fairly. It Z be 

possible to resolve a quality problem by changing thejob description eraUK 
where the job i, monitorial rather than C.USíííVTELJ mpSSS^tSSSl 
o    l    hi*•tw>tion kvel» » »ubordinate.. The employee mu«^^ a ^2 
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QUALITY CONTROL IN SPINNING 

Control of fibre raw materials 

When choosing fibre raw materials, it is necessary to know the minimum fis,«. 

a   ïl> i ¿T      * re1ulrcments fo' ««ei will result (aJ if inferior fibre* are used 

withV?írS/,breframeterS are °f si*nificance i" processing and end use, and fibres 
Tt» L. qTd Pr0perties ihou,d * PUKhwed and processing adu^sted to 
«commcHlate these páramete» adequately. Fine fibre, can be^pùn to hT counts 

«•Imhil    ÎÎ   «fenor fibres. They impart greater flexibility and softness to the 

and difficulties in i*•^??, " dye'ng Forei«n matter mu« ** removed. 

claairid by breed 'y« Zütv „JTÎ""/T""? ""' <*•'•««. Wool, arî r   re.«, lype. quality numb» and trade, and the yield » asieued. Th« 

)2 
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subjective assessment has a number of disadvantages such as variation Tmm       • 
to country, inter-classer variability   the drift of^«lAI       Ïn^m country 
objective methods of measurement a're necessaíy ^ W,th tDne' » that 

CMiy oui experimentition alon» the lina diicuutd in ch.pl« I ^ 

£<£? ä. .Ai^orr""* u"wi ¿ep,"d on •• w ««Cuts 

Future development, m likely to be directed towwd» »„„un, lhe •„„,„ »... 

«Mow mo« accurate purch««f ^ optimum UK of the raw material, «leTte" 
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Control in cotton spinning 

The aim in spinning is to produce a yarn of specified count and quality at the 
lowest pnce. The quality should be sufficient to ensure that the yarn performs well 
in subsequent processes and that the f.nal end product is acceptable. This quality is 
determined by the yarn's uniformity, tensile strength, elongation, freedom from 
imperfections etc., and the relative importance of these factors depends on 
subsequent processes and the final product. 

Count and count uniformity are basic characteristics of spinning since yam is 
debated by count and both characteristics affect strength and strength variability 
the performance in later processes and the appearance of the fabric. One of the prime 
functions in spinning is the control of count and its variability. Measurement of these 
2SS7 Aïîf 0n "TT Weight and variabiUty of •«ht per unit length. The 
¡Tittm. .¿'""ir • fCSa descriPtion of the «*"» irregularity, i,obtained 
i ¿ 8 coefflc,cnt of variation of weight for different lengths of yarn atainst 
length. In practice, the variability for short lengths is found with capacitance 
evenness testen while long-term variability ( 100-metre lengths) is found by weighing 

lowleXn íit,eS,;CPT,nt the eXt[em" °f the B (L) CU,ve and< if th*y «Vi 
l7mw ÎK   

e Wh0,e CU,VC at »«wer variability value,. Over-all control consists 
of maintaining the average count as specified, ensuring that the count variation 
(short- and long-term) is satisfactory and minimizing thin spots, thick spots and neps 

b* J1
0
£KK     

C?ntr? °r C,iminate the causcs of variation increa* ^¡thin and between bobbins, it is first necessary to examine the processes. Processes up to and 
including carding have little effect on count variation within the bobbin. The most 

oSlSmgle CT ° thiS type °fvariation »dcfect• draw frame draftingorn 
of h«hh     "• °Z r0lknr S,tPP'i8e and CXCeMive Web or cred draft •*«»* »JA 
frTZ   ,h    \\t * $,gn,iCant C"ect on variation within th< bobbin. In ring frames  the stretch between the creel and the back roller, irregular movement in 

SSÄ topro,,ersandwithin*dofften$ionvariation,on*+£%&£ 
w,ichUtf Kmity bCtWeln b0bbinS may * imProved bv ««"»" control of blow-room 
weights by ensuring that waste levels and draft, in carding and combing .re S 
constant, by maintaining draft uniformity in drawing and rowing by avoXrend 
¡n the hank of intermediate over the bobbin, by correct use ofb*kÏÏSrow 
bobbin in creeling, and by keeping ring-frame draft constant, identic«! 

betwíen rhohíind,?f t0 ** *• "*"* ind reducin« *• variatk>n within and between bobbins, it is necessary to maintain minimum levels by routine wrappings 

many t^Acu *, T^' "* Where * *"'how often to «^SK 3s.       to make. Accurate humidity control i, essential to ensure meaningful 

Yam uniformity is measured as U% or CV% and the measured v.lu*. ,«. 

• ä :r;( from ^f^ or pMt *rf•>"t a: necessary^ The set of norms supplied by Uster are bated on international survevsand 
may not be applicable in developing countries which usually iuShS^Z Jwin, 
to differences m raw material and leu sophisticated machinery ' 

» alwa'y• '¡S^^?** VêMC
 V «UMH*"odic. Random variation o aiways present, and there is a minimum possible irregularity deoendm« on fit»* 

fineness and yarn count. Periodic fluctuationVTay «cu ^MtTrttoZ^• 
or  nipping position,  move. These may be produced ¡ÏÏZ^TÏS, 
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ZTT& r0^LV,bratÌ0; and TnikT *»»•*• A yam «"" have an acceptable U* 
Ä waveL^T*     "T^ ^tÌOn Whkh P»*^ barhnes^ Arie 
dete^ï t£ ,        rlfí!.,ní°rmatk>n °" the cau»' "«» th« ^ cure of the faü t 

attachment for thlULZ^ÍT^tTLZZlZ * "^ *« ^trogram 
w.velen,th) b umUy Trewh TfaLiv f,S    ^ ^ T*?• <amP,itu* »«» 

I he fibre raw material may be accountable for a «eat deal of vim i,.*.,.i.ri»u - 

developing countries) aim* high^nd break rate, mav^lc^/d  T¿ 
Pi f •, 

Control in wonted spanning 

tenerti 

£M£ " " """"** wMh *« m«*~*- P~«"e. «H SmZ 

•    immj «Ki v v oi lenfth, abort- and long-term variation, mean 
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strength and variability of yanw are often specified. Machine makers nowadays often 
specify fibre parameter limits for the operation of their machine» 

Control at the top stage involves checks on fibre fineness, fibre length, nep and 
vegetable matter, and the regularity of weight per unit length. Colour and crimp may 
be examined visually. Fibre fineness (the deciding factor m manufacturing 
possibilities and in the value of the finished product) may be measured 
microscopically by a projection microscope or by the air-flow method. The latter 
method is preferred for routine testing since it gives quick results. Fibre length is 
important since it affects end UK, conversion costs and the character cf the yam and 
fabric. Originally the comb sorter was used to obtain the barbe and hauteur, but 
automatic electronic instruments have been developed that yield the same qualities 
very rapidly. 

The amount of neps and pieces of vegetable matter may be ascertained by 
counting within known weights of fibres, 1 nep per gram of fibre often being taken 
as the standard by muís. Improvement, however, is possible by basing the standard 
on the fibre length being examined. The main weight per unit length variation for 
tops occurs as differences between the inside and outside of bails, and it is more 
prevalent in large balls and can be minimized by the use of smaller balls 

Measurement of sliver and yam irregularity using electronic capacitance tetters is 
necessary as a control measure to ensure that the various processes are working 
correctly. The modem trend towards reduced doubling! means there is more chance 
of an accident and hence more frequent (daily) inspection of rovings and yam is 
necessary. The index of irregularity, the ratio of the actual CV of irregularity to the 
limiting CV of irregularity, is a useful method of assessing rovings and yams 
Experience indicates that this index should be less than 2 for rovings to give 
reasonable end-breakage rates in spinning, but a decrease much below 2 does not give 
any practical advantage Capacitance evenness testers give the short-term 
non-uniformity, and the variability between 100-metre lengths is measured. Here the 
CV of weight between 100-metre lengths should not exceed 2 to 3 per cent (4 to 5 
per cent CV will lead to bars in woven or knitted fabrics). Control charts may be 
used in this count control (for lOO-metre lengths). 

The tensile strength of yarn may be analysed by using an automatic 
dynamometer which gives the ave rar breaking load, the minimum breaking load, the 
CV of breaking load, and information on yam ex legibility. The effectiveness of the 
twisting process should be tested regularly by measuring twist and its variability. Stub 
and impunty control is important and a count of fault types picked up n clearing 
may be useful in guarding against future faults. 

The carnei and control of watte 

Waste is a significant factor in the economics of spanning and represents a 
proMem that is becoming increasingly important because of the growmg costs of raw 
material and labour, the large capital investment needed m machinery, and 
Cf???ñ*"{ from ölh*r r,m* e•*• changes in production owing to the demands 
of festa»i have also highlighted the waste problem. Waste losses are relative to a 
number of factors, »eluding the cost of the raw material, the cost of processing 
handling cost, inefficiency, small profits, and the reprocessing cost or sale value of 
the waste materai As losses arc greater at advanced stages in production there is a 
lot to be gained by keeping waste to a minimum sn later processes 
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of wlstes wi* affí        °" that COntribUte t0 WMte k COmPk* «"<* - ** «*ty 
fiLto~iïï      ÍÍ    g P'0**"*» « Produ<*° by numerous related and unrelated 

SSIi^oÄ^^or *CW"M ,n qu',,ty< -» -^ •» "«***» 
Raw material variables may determine the amount of wute produced  fibre 

dumeter » the major factor here since, for the «me count, te« w\,^T^t, when 

variability in length is abo important «nee low variabiles fsouaie tnn,» »«. K„!I . 

rt^b^^"^ !° rre fly wMte ^ÄX»; resist breakage and produce little waste, while specific weaknesses such as it.nl 
tenderness and tip weathering damage lead to increiaed waste P 

Preliminary processing may be responsible for considerable fibre breakage and 
waste. Among the cause, of mch breakage are fibre entanglement   d^maï Td 

lubtl "•"; «rent in *""** h00k formation' incorrectTachinr^tin^s lubricatKH. and fibre retain in carding, and lubrication and fibre regain in c2' 

lltf^T^ *•u"of *•**ith —*fib-*» —5 
The relative humidity of the room and the fibre regain must be maintained at 

waste, low humidity conditions give rite to static problems while high humidity tends 
to:maje th. fibre, stick to the draft«, roBers. Oil arni «,t>st.tic%nu «ducere 
need for precise humidity control, the optimum amounts dependinTonto mtem 
being used and whether blending with synthetic, is being carried•\Znt£?2 
wide actuation, in atmospheric conditions, automat consol of•¿££?Z 
humidity may result in worth-while savings in the cost of antistatic agents 

During processing, drafts and doubling also contribute to waste hither drafts 
require better fibre control in order to avoid excede wast..71** ^L "¡J 
roving tw»t cause fibre breakage «id waste. The problem of fty w«te Tbeco^, 

speed Œl^ ^ T* •CCümUlatí• mUCh "O" "*«* w«h m^nTïïh »peed machinery In spinning, factors such as twist, draft, roving irregularity winding 
angle and spmdk speed all affect end breakage «id thus ¿read waste ModTnî 

orocf^!! TU' "7 a,,° J*"-1 from * «"»"*»*»« of inefficient operating 
procedures, madequate training, poor supervision, lack of operator aktílwd/or 

onfall ?^í * *î •Pin,ler patrol c*ck rat« «* th« *"< *«*»* rate Absenteeism and the use of trainees in positions that call for experience also 
contribute to waste, especially in smaller millt experience also 

monfi^^l^' H0Upkd|.WitiVariety P'0***». *""«»** P'obtem. in that more types of waste and more handling are involved, frequent processing changes are 

increases as the lot sue decreases and as the variety increases. 

a«, ^n?" •pp,D,ch
1 T

u,t *«•**> the control of waste since savings in one 
Zl?Z i ínC£md ,0Me' e,,ewhere *««»* of the cost structure it may be 
better to increase the amount of wute in early processes in order to bring about a 
decrease in the later, more costly processes. Subsequent processes must be considered 
«nee economies in spinning may lead to problems later. 

I 
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A major step in any control programme is to optimize processing conditions and 
waste should be one of the parameters considered in the experimental programme 
(see chapter I) conducted by the mill. Correct spinner cycle times and allocations 
must be established by balancing the extra labour cost against the savings gained 
from waste reduction. The number of patrols will depend on the count ranges being 
produced, since coarse counts produce waste at a faster rate. An increase in labour 
may therefore be justified in order to reduce this waste. 

A waste-control programme may be initiated by bringing in a waste consultant 
but if this is not possible, a mUl may institute its own programme The first step is to 
explain the importance of waste in terms of cost, quality and job security, to all key 
supervisors, and obtain their cooperation. The locations of, causes of, and remedies 
for particular waste problems are examined. Supervisor conferences at which each 
person discusses the problems in his own area may also be helpful. 

A classification and sorting scheme for waste must be set up, with separation 
based on similarity of properties, values and end uses. The amount of sortine in a 
particular case will depend on the gains to be had by further separation of watte A 
systematic plan for weighing and recording wastes is necessary. Standards which are 
important for comparative purposes, must be flexible, not too harsh and should be 
revved regularly. 

When training operatives in methods of waste control, a rational approach 
rather than pressure tactics, should be adopted. It must be emphasized that waste is a 
naforal by-product of each process, but that excess waste, though it may appear 
tmaU to the operative, is a significant cost factor to the m.H It.,necesiary tobuild 
upthe operator s interest, awareness and pride in his task Supervisori must maintain 
close wpervtsion through regular checking The aim must be to maintain quality and 
production whik reducing waste. Incentive bonuses may not be a good kk. where 
only one of these objects is emphasized. ••«•«*• wnere 

Waste control in developing countries invokes a number of factors that deserve 
special consideration : wwrve 

(a) ìlJ£°"! CO,tI Ï! UWal,y fcm,'r' tht hirm« of Mi•* wast*comrol personnel may weB be justified; 

ft) Classification procedures are likely to be different, since mills and batch 
tóes are usually smaller than those in developed countries; 

(c) Pressures owing to changing fashion may be almost nonexistent; 
(d) Machinery may not be very modem; 
ft) Adequate air-conditioning may not be available; 

ff) Optimization of processing is likely to be much more difficult; 
ft) Waste-control personnel may require training overseas; and 

fh) Training of personnel will be affected by cultural and other differences. 



Chopin 4 

QUALITY CONTROL 
IN FABRIC MANUFACTURE 

Control in weaving 

The objectives of quality control in cloth production are to achieve a »oecified 

oT »•^f¿LTTment' ind rt " *• wIvin« wp«rintendeiit', job to maintain 
or .mprovefabric quality in order to meet the« norm.. Deaém^cifk«^. 

£T2r isas: £? ?t -md thm " * "•* to ^ä 
enîL ^ íiJ^Í      í    • WindMli !° We,vin*  Th« «P«riBtendent mu,. «I*, 

SÄi    yam fau,t* and *fecu ori,iMtin' ta ta« •*' 
rTrÏÏLT^ÎJr2" ,m0,t rf thC CWt "that " *• P"P«»«ory proceue, 
orndÄ^ ^  *   °" qUility (t° the extent th* » •"** loom quality «fd productivity) rather than on quantity. There muit be no compromit, in the auaïîv 

lîTT*?^* th* CM ,ffeCl "«*" P^ctivity. Wm^, a fine bite mutt be »truck between quality and productivity 

conditio .'•!!*' lUa,Íty ^determined *> the parameter» of the procc the 

^Mw£'.¿^        COntro,led  triaU' °"* minor -*»«tm«il. «hould S 
Skfto !ï^   H .TT^ '* °Ptim"*d' ^«»*ty depend» on how well the m»" 

£Z2L£l ^ P^icet The aim of the auperniendent ahould be a recular 

i        •t•tiitlC*, <*»»% control and waate control 

defJûl^brfaà^ïlL^^ »"»wl of y« fault, (which kad to fabric 
auatítv ^k—fïL,  Ï P^ni) «d the production of good pack«*» (poor 
rTtnole.Pt^^l JL^lta,ed y*m WMte a"d bre»^»)  T^ »»ub catcher 

unwtadk.ÏÏÏÏ JÎ   ^L*1 the,e m Uttle U*d ta developinf countrie». The 
SS^ÄlTi;,nd

é
C;tche; """i « ««mmental in detectim and need reeular 

ít2í*aJÍL¡f". C  Cher ,hOU,d *" in,p€Cted for chan»" « i* blade poiUion (owttig, perh.pt, to operator tampering), wear, di»turbance of calibration Ktttoî 

39 
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lll-f /i lyPe) ,,reC blade movement- and » "»• '« » » ÍOüd practice to have 
J*   £L° and ,0 roUte them regU,ar,y- M ,he P««tk»ning and alignment 
of the bobbm, may increase tensions, leading to breakage, regular examination of the 
bobbins « desirable Proper training is necessary to prevent operatives from 
tampering with the slub catcher and to ensure good knots. 

tk ^ V*/*'y °f PaCkafK defeCtS Can ** Caused by such thin8s as a defective broken 
thread stop motion, improper setting of the winding spindle with respect to the 
winding drum non-alignment of the tension bracket with the drum, poor condition 
of the mechanical knotter and incorrect work practices. 

The objective in warping is to produce beams of the correct density which will 
unwind well m sizing and m which breakage is minimized. Yarn breaks in warping are 
undesirable «nee they reduce productivity and are a potential source of later breaks 

ml ¿ ÏV*     fn abraS,°J
n may °CCUr durm* st W»8«. «d further damage 

may be caused by negligent mending or the mabüity of the operative to trace the end 
of the yarn. Yarn tension and package alignment should be checked regularly and the 
guide   roller examined for eccentricity.  As package  quality  is affected  by   the 

ÏÏÎÏLÏlî: *" HaT by UnCVen tenÚOM and * the "aro *»P motion control mutt be exercised in these areas. 

imDrovf SZÜ.atJ5rÍní " Uniformr> ""^ Protective film to the yarn that will 
«ZLXTff. ,M,0n rcS"tanCe Whik aVoidin« W*•* >««• « yarn 
u«dftZ I£ Tf^T"1 e11 the ,treng,h °f thc *arn *•*"* °» the recipe 
vTm iL        ae: Ï* qi?ly °f ,tS inir«dients, and the amount picked up by the 
IZ ? JT^" fOUnd by ,rial and »Peitence; ingredient quality i, maintained bv 
ontrol checks^ Accurate control of the maximum amount of stretch ZTZÎs of 

ne««£ to deíL?£ ?"' °' aCtUal J• e,°ngati0n *«*» * "•*• " is 
»efah£?«H i ÏTT *!0pt,mUm $,M péckuPand to•fy »ctualvalues by beam 

Fabric defects in weaving arise from defects in the preparatory process incorrect 

»,«,,„. „i^Ti* proptr cmP""»B «n be placed on preparation and 

fad» Ä  ilÏSn aï"? T"0"' """"*' *""'« ""d ,tai"« of *«««*» 
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Control in knitting 

resistance, colour fastness). SmechanL eSEL^'0"  'eSÌStanCe'  piUing 

*c ää zi'sirjf-s?^ w .*• UM ¿ 

knütta« »d fl« taíÄ w,ftCïïfered *»<»*»" forj«qu.«l circi, 
•ecu« oí thedffc„lte,Ä^  IUM"'n« "I""•8 d° "O1 '*« Positive feed,, 

am ^ìIÌ• Ä **"*! °" ' nUmber of f*10"'tacludin« <«*»». &ed «.es, 
£?£?,? • *"pe' md y«"-««M»eedle friction. Betides controlling feed Vates 
mdmpu. «„«or», it is n«ce«ry to control the portion of Ih« c¡TS rn^rnl 

AC " m0n,,°"d *"« if •*" - «" "* *«y "•<• ¿P»-Ä 

i,sî 
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properties, such as abrasion resistance and lack of pilling, involve so many factors 
that the only reasonable test is an examination of the finished fabric; this applies 
equally to dimensional stability. «FF»*» 

. The f!c
L
,ors that should be tested are yam variables; process variables; and fabric 

variables. These will now be examined. 

Yarn variables 

The yarn count (together with the stitch length) affects the cover factor but 
more importantly, it affects the economics of the system, since yam is bought by 
we.ght and cloth is sold by area. Thus a 5-per cent increase in count will mean a 
correspondrng mercase in the cost of raw material, with no equivalent increase in 

Zfl i    .     VÎ C?"nt "* needed " a basis for c,aims  Mc»urement of yam 
irregularity, and checks on slubs, knots and thin spots are also desirable 

in »J f K
Cnmp

v
rigidity of bulked yarns should be uniform; otherwise streaks appear 

in the fabric. Yarn strength and strength variability need to be controlled in ordeVto 

ET. ¡J*0* •!f br0ken '°°ps< but this is "«"% only importa«! n 
k>w-strength yams such as wool. Yam extensibility is important in elastomer* yams 
while dynamic extensibUity is significant in stocking manufacture 

Twist liveliness can be easily examined by a quick visual check. Only occasional 

b« kt!ckSH0f twisjand twist variabUi!y are ****-As y• '**« S breakage and is a determining factor in the stitch length (for negative feed,) som? 
check of dynamic friction is desirable. The yam bending moduh» depend, onT! 

ÄÄ u^d and for this reason ¡t is ~to ch«k ¿«^ 

Process variables 

IonIhe StÍ!Ch A"8"1 ^ íe eXamined by using a yarn ***** meter •d * yarn 
length counter. A number of tension testers are available that give relative temionT 
but ,t 1S «mportant to use the same type of instrument, for comparative pZ£ ' 
Checks on input tension and stitch length should be carried out LToZZZy 
At the same time, the fabric should be inspected visually for correct pattern seLcîor 
opération. It ,s worth pointing out that the common practice of u«ng •• *mem 
based on course, per inch for checking the stitch length in knitted fabric, Î 
unreliable, misleading and is the cause of many difficult*, in exiLi^herne, 

Fabric variables 

s„hJe!!S 1• ab
L
raSi?n'  P"1*"8 and dimensional  stability  prevent the sale of 

subs andard merchandise and provide useful data for detennming future practice 
hnal inspection for irregular and dropped stitches, and roufrZentoL•*•* 

zzz^tt* entirc,y on the* checks •* -X ÄÄ 
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The amount of toting carried out m the knittrnt industry depends on the «».. 

are ,.«. de.,*,, *, ^ l«t•^?Z^*¿•^\^ 
yam count check•,, control of proce-n, „L*,. mT^Zéí^ZZ^ 
wtth ocCMon.1 spot check, for colour fMM. »d dinKnaiondstabimyTr??!.' 
many intermedíete, between . minimal icheme and , comptit,o«? Hd^Tr*Z 
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QUALITY CONTROL IN FINISHING 

During the Pmishing operation, the fabric from the loom or kn.ttim machine n 

«£¿d ,0 L*.T of chemica, "d ***** *»<*«"* ***** t?¡£7Í¡ propesi needed for a particular end use. This should be done* such a way that 

22^ Jlíi^      . «^•W«*» <*«* » "»"hing ««I uniformity of 
«hade, weight per unit are.  fabric construction, width, length   tensile stiencth 

fabric  m end  uae ( flammei,ty. showerproofing, »ir permeabATTeTi   Th. 

Z£LJ ¡Sí dep"tmen¿' foment department or whenThe nUriaJ car*, 
registered trade mark, or brand name. Bet**! meeting the specifications finían . 

and ÄT^lÄJlgÄ SIEZET« " «*-' *""• 
W Control of raw materiali; 

W Selection of the finishing sequence and control of process parameters; 
(c) Control of fabric apecificationi; and 

(d) Inspection of fabrics (before, during and after processing). 

oicoMt üiten the daemon to purchaw them from a particular source it baaed «i 

••* »na proouct, and where its behaviour m processing is critical. 

44 
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of dy«t«fr mJV h. unrehaNe, ^¿TïïTJ^ír-rT11 Supp,ieí 

common to develop«! countries) The ZZnL o".i! i^^V" P0"*«^ 
measuring its depo/smcethe*7. I *£•ÏT? \? Ï" **' ""* * """»rf bV 
compare dye, from S?Jn? l^*tc"  ??" ***""" the tW0 ,n <**' *° 

determined. TheXdvant.«3\1¿Z£J**.?""?*" effec,ive P**> •" 
cent cannot  be   ¿Tcled^  ,• Tí     "* thit *«*•••*•• of I« than 5 per 

importât to know wñmúmtíiTmmSlAJ^ «•»«•mem is required. It » 
cnbe «certain byTi¡ Jïïfï *   !' '""L0* a mixUm of *" «» **» 

w4th^re.Tû>TcWk?on £££1 "^ /" ""Í**' ^^ *•""" out 
carried out by «est^em,^^^ dyem| '"" "* m*'tk>n of *» ^ * 

percent^ of active ingredient, and »nmiNy for qJERnSZ       '' ** 

withtÄ*et^ Ration of the component. 
The h*hL• „rJL        if "v* * Bfce"iMy m °«»" toensuf« effective dveini 

Qudity of th« w>t,r » import«!, ito* „»hot .ff«,, Kourint „, ^ 

^^Ä ïnTS^Œr-A'mu" * -^ -,h" - 

rxtssr'    Md "dineu *" *"° «-"'^f"""» *<•*» 
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Processing of cotton 

Periodic determination of residual size, after desizing, is necessary since 
inadequate or uneven desizing adversely affects scouring efficiency, dyeing and the 
application of some finishes. Scouring removes impurities and makes the fabric 
absorbent. High absorbency is essential and should be checked by a drop test. 
Periodic testing of residual wax content and nitrogen content may also be required. 

The object in bleaching is whiteness without degradation and comparison testing 
of the whiteness (against a standard white) and the fluidity is necessary. Bleaching 
depends on the pH, the concentration and the temperature and these must be 
adequately monitored. After neutralizing with acid, the pH of the fabric should be 
checked, by universal indicator paper, to ensure that no acid is present during drying. 

In mercerizing, the concentration of alkali should be controlled and the finished 
fabric examined for absorption increase and lusire. Residual alkali should not be 
excessive as this promotes yellowing and oxidation. 

Starch-based finishes should be checked for paste viscosity and temperature and 
the squeezing action of the mangle should be examined. Subjective evaluations of 
drape and stiffness are desirable. Fabric whiteness may be monitored to verify the 
effectiveness of optical brightening agents. For easy-care finishes the resin stability 
the pH and absorbency of the finished fabric and the evenness of resin fixation 
should be assessed. 

In dyeing, careful preparation of the recipe is essential, and temperature and 
bath exhaustion tests are required. The fabrics to be dyed must be absorbent free 
from impurities and uniformly packed. Items to be checked in the printing process 
are: paste recipe; thickener viscosity; print stability; roUer pressures; roller settings 
and the condition of the ager. 

The finished fabric should be examined for resistance of the dye or print to light 
and washing. Tests may be required for resistance to rubbing (when pigments are 
used), perspiration, dry cleaning, and residual shrinkage (pre-shmnk articles). The 
effectiveness of easy-care and durable press finishes may also require testing 

Processing cotton-synthetic mixtures 

When synthetics are combined with the cotton, processing sequences and 
parameters require modification. 

Cotton-polyester fabrics should have sou and oil stains removed at the loom 
stage since their removal is very difficult later on. Sizes must be appropriate to the 
hydrophobic nature of the polyester and the greater hairiness of blended yarns As 
these fabnes are impregnated with desizing solution, there is more danger of their 
drying out, which also leads to difficulties. In scouring, alkali damage to the 
polyester is controlled by time, concentrations and temperature. The heTt settimi 
required to give the polyester dimensional stability requires accurate temperature 
control m order to avoid adverse effects and changes to the stiffness and drapVof the 

ÏÏSL If C«n °f íhe,ü" I* aS>CMed by shrinka«e tests' crea* «tfe tests and handle tests Pilhng control by singeing is preferable after, rather than before, dyeing. 
Optical bnghtemng agents are different for each fibre and anti-static finishes may be 

aTe neeTd yCmg * """^ ^^ for MCh f,bre' m0re accurate contro* 
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Modification is necessary in the processing of cotton-viscose blends since viscose 
is weaker and much more extensible when wet. It is also affected to a greater degree 
by alkali, and its dimensional stability is poor. Pressure scouring is not recommended 
and, because of the cleaner nature of the blend, shorter scouring times may be used. 
In mercerizing, hot water is used to wash off the alkali. Concentrations should be 
kept low and extra care taken in removing residual alkali. Processing must be carried 
out under low tension, particularly when the proportion of viscose is high. Package 
dyeing may be difficult owing to the extensive swelling of the viscose fibres. 

Heat setting is required for cotton-polyamide mixtures where the amount of 
polyamide exceeds 30 per cent. Sodium hydrosulphite is necessary in scouring to 
prevent discolouration of the polyamide. Careful selection of dyes (vat) is necessary 
and laboratory matching is desirable before bulk dyeing is carried oui. In dyeing, the 
exact conditions of temperature and pH should be maintained. The harsh handle 
after resin treatments can be avoided by thorough after-washing treatment. 

For acrylic-cotton blends, temperatures and alkalinity must be kept to a 
minimum to prevent damage to the acrylic. (The conditions are determined by 
laboratory trials.) Excessive stretching must be avoided during chemical processing. 
Pressure and temperature must also be controlled. Temperature control is very 
critical in the dyeing operation. 

Processing of wool 

Inadequate setting during crabbing may lead to cockling or design distortion 
during rope scouring or piece dyeing. Too much tension and the wrong pH may 
weaken the fabric. In rope scouring, an excessive load on the dolly nip, or high 
temperatures, may cause rope marks, design distortion and excessive shrinkage. As 
inadequate scouring leads to dyeing difficulties, control of residual fat, soap and 
alkali is ne .essary. 

During the milling process, excessive roller pressures and overloading of the 
machine must be avoided. Uniform saturation with acid is essential to minimize 
unevenness in carbonizing. In winch dyeing, attention should be paid to the correct 
selection of dyes and methods of applying them, since over-filling leads to uneven 
dyeing. Temperature control is also very important. 

Over-raising will lead to a weak fabric. Uneven raising may be produced by 
creases, uneven moisture content and the presence of residual chemicals. Curling of 
the selvedges and too-intensive raising lead to defects. The condition of the card wire 
is important In shearing, the fabric back must be done first if holes are to be 
avoided, and attention must be paid to the sharpness of the cutter and the 
orientation of the blades. Even tension and wrapping are essential in steam 
decatizing. Wet steam must be avoided as it causes stains. Faults in pressing may 
result from non-uniform preconditioning, overstretching the fabric, and failure to 
keep it flat during feeding. 

Dimensional stability is important in knitteds. Correct stretching during finishing 
is essential and helps to prevent snagging during wear. 
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Processing of man-made fibres 

When continuous filament and staple fibres are being processed, they must be 
kept adequately separated in order to minimize contamination. Fibre-makers' 
manuals give processing sequences, recommend specific techniques, list points to 
watch and discuss faults encountered during finishing. 

Testing is necessary in order to control fabric specifications, and the appropriate 
test instruments should therefore be available. Testing of such properties as weight 
per unit area, pilling resistance, abrasion  resistance, the effectiveness of finishes 
fabric strength, design and colour may be necessary. 

Inspections are carried out at intermediate steps in the grey state (e.g. after piece 
dyeing) and after finishing is complete. Most of the strings in a finished fabric are 
caused by yarn and weave imperfections. The grey mending room is a main control 
point and guide to the quality standard that may be ultimately expected. While faults 
in the more expensive wool fabrics are mended, little mending is done on cotton and 
synthetics, and the inspection is less critical. Final inspection is necessary to prevent 
he sale of infenor merchandise. The results of inspections should be carefully 
ÍJi «!,"  !•*      °UtpUt' Percenta*e of a*0^, percentage not fit for normal 
± H? . ?e irTi Per ' '°°0 yards in °rder that contr3' meas«• •y be appTed immediately if faults are excessive. Records of faults, samples of faultyfabric  and 
the results of trouble-shooting investigations should be kept to assist in  future 
inspections. 

Quality control problems for independent commission dyers and finishers are 
different from those of the vertical mills: they do not own the fabrics, thigh they 
process a largei variety of them; they have .nore customers with a greater range of 
end uses they have a larger output but receive smaller orders, which are Tu, m 
divided mio groups; and they have greater problems in planning production to rne* 
delivery deadlines. Initial inspection tends to be infrequent since the firm usuX 
assumes the fabric is right. A proportion, however, should be checked (bÏÏ on2 
records, knowledge of supplier's reputation etc.) and full width Jpl^kep" L 
reference. (This is helpful in determining whether faults are owinTto ¿ÏÏÏÏi To 
earlier processes.) Perching is usual after dyeing (or drying, if "Sly loured and 

A   fa It! low if rfT T' " dÌreCted ^ fo'^ocessin " ^m is" keep the fault» low at the final inspection. As fault analysis is a vital feature in a 
commission works, charts «nd graphs should be constructed^ keep a ^record 



Chapter 6 

QUALITY CONTROL 
IN THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY 

reason TLS ^ f*'"8 mdUStry ¡$ n0t Verv de'd•l> for * number of reasons. The clothing manufacturer must deal with a wide variety of fabrics  the 
quabty of which depends on the fibres used, the properties of the yams he 
anTirren7 PaTten' and the fini$hin8 variable, Production thus begTwíh 
an mherently variable raw material. The selection of parameters to specify a given 
garment is difficult since a large number of properties cannot b? measured 
quantitatively. Size of the whole garment or of indLL partscTbL spec•u 

W JTïïJtrï* 7f **?*"* USed- SubjCCtiVe •"«*» »*ì 

testintand^rducl ¡¡A*- "° ^ •,: •"*"" "u"* •**" 

Acceptance testing 

#h  u^Tl"" tei!ing incorPorates the testing of all raw materials used, including 
thei basic fabric and auxiliaries such as buttons, zippers, press studs, hooks and eyes 
elasticized waist-band fabric, stiffenings, tapes, interlinings, pocketings, linings 
paddings and sewing threads. * 

Fabrics are specified by counts and twists of the yams, fibre composition, ends 
and pwks per inch (or courses and wales), weight per unit area, width, thickness 
(raised or napped surface fabrics), conformity to shade and freedom from structural 
faults. As the relative importance of each of the above depends on the fabric and the 
use for which it is intended, the important factors only are examined. It is usually 

dlwTt n>IeS.MSaTp,e °f fabricS' and thcrefore the tMting «heme must be 
ÎT? ?<? u hat thC ChanCC °f " defective fabric PM8in8 »"to production is fairly 
Tï ? i *y ;.PL

resented bv the h« that sampling must usually be carried out 
at the fabric end, which may not be representative of the fabric as a whole. The most 
eliective method of control is to concentrate on types of fabrics that are more liable 
wJf It nm' ^perching of every piece may be desirable for some types, 
while for others testing may only be required on a small fraction of the pieces (e.g. 
linings or pocketings may be tested for weight and width on, say, every tenth piece) 
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Acceptance testing on accessories should be concentrated on articles that show 
che greatest variation from lot to lot. Each component should be taken .separately 
and the appropriate testing scheme for it set up. Some components, such as buttons 
are easily assessed (dimensions, weight, colour, surface finish), while others like 
zippers are more difficult to evaluate. Each batch of zippers should be sampled and 
inspected for size, faults in materials or workmanship and for free and satisfactory 
action. J 

The recording and filing of results form an important part of acceptance testing 
These should usually be retained for the probable life of the garment so that they 
may be referred to if a complaint is received. 

Performance testing 

Performance testing involves special tests on properties important to particular 
types of fabrics. These tests include showerproofing for rainwear; inflammability of 
children s garments; fabric-to-fabric adhesion in fusible intcrlinings; air permeability 
in windproof fabrics and so on. A showerproof fabric should continue to be effective 
after successive wetting and drying, and the finish should stand up to dry cleanins 
Because of the difficulties of reproducing the same testing conditions^ difS 

ma^bToTtaiiìer ***** '" "" ""^ Standardized "d ^ re,ative measurements 

As flameproofing of children nightwear is required by law, testing must be 
done as a matter of routine. The impermeability of weatherproof fabrics may be 

StU;Ztd?mbrÌdge f*•»' teStin8 iS rare,y Carried -" "nSth tabncs are intended for areas wnere weather extremes will be encountered e g the 
Arctic. Measurement of abrasion resistance is desirable in fabrics that ar^ subject to 
heavy wear (e.g. pockets, linings) and the Martindale tester is the mo t corion tes^ 
instrument for this purpose. The tests are comparative rather than absolute^ silce 
four fabrics can be tested concurrently, it is useful to test two sample ZZ sar- two that requirc ~for ab— -An; 

For a number of reasons the dimensions of many fabrics are altered bv steamin« 

:di*,h; nrber °f;*rtreatments appued *•*•• *&*^£ss 
?/yu J1."  imP°rtant  t0 ramine this  factor.  When  a fabric has been 

overstretched m order to obtain the correct width, a con Jk^ZJïïJSiï 

SdÏÏTyet     g    •   'though ttas m availible- ""•« » "»>« » 
The KwabUily problem, which involves dama» caused to the *•, hv »~M.. 

äSVä äS äS? ri-AÏÏe T V
A 
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Product inspection 

As the garment goes through a complicated array of processes icuttin«, 
assemblmg and so on) before the final product appean, a %ZTof ÏÏÏ£ 
mspechon ,s required to remove processing faults. In spec ion duZ poductn 
ensures that no further work is done on garments already classified asTauS^h" 
final inspection prevents their sale. A full inspection may be carried Wt but i is 
usual to examine only a sample and to concentrate on styles méI types that arc 
known to be prone to faults. The amount of inspection depends on tSe type of 
garment, the quality and the price range. yP 

n•£!,eCkS/0r f".!" neCeSMry Since the intended size maV not be obtained in 
pract ce and reclassification may be required. Faults such as distorted or dlaged 
seams, uneven hemlines; mismatched check« and stripes; wavy fronts or backsTadrv 
set sleeve, pockets and lapels must be detected sin* the presence of ny one 0^ 
tZ ""'i JUStif,e!,rejeCti0n in hi«h-q««ty garments. The final judgment is made 
by the customer and an offer to exchange any faulty articles wttk^tïïïiîïî 

ATÜZttZSXmethod > - - *-. -Ä 
«»on. for this: (a) the variability of input raw materials, and (b) the large ringe3 
short production runs of the product. Since economic contratto• d•a£ The 
amoun of t.me «id labour that can be allocated to quality con roí in a ííctor^ 
producing a certain range of garments, it becomes a question oTdMdLuo S 

?xSSthTn8 thC threTyPCS iteSting- •8 shou,d «* ào^T^lX^To exerci* the maximum degree of control over the quality of the final orodWt 
Normally, when a quality control system is first set up  emphaLTXed on 

'SSTJT* ProdUCt in,peCti0n *** u*d t0 «StoSZScSSL of 

^Jft*f* lS «• inrhich *• ioodwill „id reptation associated 
with a certain brand or name count for a great deal with the buying public Oualitv 



Chapter! 

QUALITY CONTROL 
IN A DEVEIX)PING ECONOMY 

General aspects 

For many years manufacturers in the developed countries have had to compete 
with each other, with importers within their own countries and with overseas 
competitors when exporting. As a result, consumen have been offered a wider and 
wider choice to pick from and product quality has become a major criterion for 
selection. People have been educated to demand high quality and a supplier who does 
not meet their standards will not be able to sell his product. Because of this increased 
competition, price is also a deciding factor in purchasing. Quality control within the 
nulls has therefore become an essential part of the drive to keep quality high while 
keeping prices down. 

The situation in developing countries, however, is quite different. Local quality 
standards are generally low. Consumers have not been exposed to better-quality 
goods, have not developed a quality awareness and normally would not have the 
money to pay for this quality even if it were available. With increased development 
of the country and improved standards of living, the public begins to demand goods 
of better grade. Imports are received from the developed countries and this arouses in 
the customer a curiosity and interest, and develops consumer demand for quality 
goods. ^      ' 

Competition in export markets is a key factor in the pressure to improve quality 
A country with a limited range of manufactures must export in order to survive 
Sometimes there are natural markets in the immediate area that do not demand 
quality goods, but, as a rule, a country is forced to compete with the high-quality 
products of the developed countries. An important point worth noting here is that 
the first objective must be to improve the over-all quality for the domestic market 
before improving the quality for export. Industry must become accustomed to 
quality production methods so that the quality of goods for the continually chanting 
export market may be maintained. wwnpiig 

Firms in developed countries are subjected to relatively little change in quality 
demand »nee the quality of their production has already been establ^ned >t a 
reasonable standard. Developing countries, generally, have low quality stanTrd, a! 
present, but ,n the future an accelerated growth in quality will be requïed Yf the 
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social and economic level is to be raised. This creates numerous problems and it may 
be useful here to discuss the factors that may, or may not, be important in assisting 
the developing country to raise its quality standards. 

The type of assistance given to the industry by the government is likely to be a 
key factor in this regard. In order to raise manufacturing standards, the industry will 
require highly trained technologists and engineers. This personnel should be trained 
within the country rather than imported. The government should therefore strive to 
establish new institutions and increase assistance to existing tertiary education 
establishments so that their training and information programmes can be expanded. 

The various firms will need help in establishing modern quality control methods 
and, as a first step, plant management must be acquainted with, and made aware of 
the importance of, quality control, both to themselves and to the country as a whole 
Management must also be taught how to organize proper control systems An 
extensive promotion and training programme will be required to make mill personnel 
quality-minded. Manufacturers must be made aware of changing quality requirements 
and a comprehensive and reliable information system to provide production 
personnel and management with complete data on the nature of the products 
required and the products actually manufactured should be set up. Firms should be 
encouraged to institute properly designed control and inspection systems to improve 
the over-all quality. v 

Governmental policies may be of importance in realizing the goal of quality 
improvement. In most developing countries there is a system of tariff protection to 
enable local industry to compete with overseas imports. However, in order to raise 
quality standards, a well-planned and extensive programme for the progressive 
withdrawal of these protections should be carried out. This would necessitate an 
increase in internal quality to meet the increased competition of imports. Adequate 
protection against dumping should be provided. Some restrictive agreements may be 
desirable, provided they lead to rationalization of production and marketing the 
improvement of products and the assurance of their quality. Legislation to regulate 
and standardize weights and measures may be necessary. Export standards should be 
defined, and some means of checking and controlling exports is required. 

Various other governmental assistance schemes might be considered. Measuring 
instruments are an essential part of inspection schemes and aid could be given in this 
area by providing subsidies, or a rental scheme, by supplying central testing facilities 
tor firms that cannot afford to set up their own, by standardizing the use and 
calibration of measuring instruments, by providing calibration and maintenance 
service for the instruments and so on. 

The consumer sets the standards for quality. Governments (and especially their 
defence departments) are usually large consumers of goods and are thus in a position 
to insist on product quality when purchasing. Standards for all governmental 
purchases should be established and rigidly controlled. Retail chains have a valuable 
role in the general consumer education and should be encouraged to sell high-quality 
goods at reasonable prices, to collaborate with manufacturers on specifications and 
quality standards, to avoid suppliers who fail to give suitable and consistent quality, 
to educate the public to appreciate attractive, high-quality products and to encourage 
customers to return unsatisfactory merchandise. 
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Quality control centres for the textile industry 

Vie functions of the centres 

The setting up of quality control centres will contribute greatly to the aim of 
improving quality standards in developing countries. The range of functions of a 
particular centre will depend on the needs o." the local industry, but should include 
some or all of the following: 

(a) Cenemi technical assistance and advice. It is becoming increasingly difficult 
to keep up with the rapid technological advances and changes taking place 
within the industry. A quality control centre could play a valuable role in 
this respect, by keeping abreast of the latest overseas developments and 
trends and by giving advice on all matters pertaining to the running of a 
textile mill as a viable enterprise. Consultation on such matters as the 
correct choice of raw materials, the conversion methods for different raw 
materials, optimum processing requirements, efficient staffing, purchase of 
new machinery and equipment, future mill development, standards required 
for export, management and costing etc. might be provided. 

(bj Sfiecialized advice on quality and waste control. The centre could supply 
specialists in quality and waste control who would go into a mill, investigate 
the situation, and supervise the institution of an over-all scheme for 
improvement. The centre might also provide training courses for senior mill 
staff, to promote quality awareness and to indicate the methods of reachina 
quality goals. 

(c) Draining mill personnel in quality and waste control. This service could 
include specialized training courses for supervisors in which, among other 
things, the training of operatives would be discussed. Specialists could be 
provided to assist in on-the-job training of supervisors and operatives. 

(d) Providing and monitoring specifications. Standards are required for export 
goods and the centre could act as a control to see that only high-quality 
merchandise is exported. The centre could also provide a check on the 
specifications of other merchandise. As part of this service, the centre might 
provide recognition of good quality by introducing special labels for such 
merchandise that would assist in their sale. 

fef Quality control and testing for the industry. It may not always be 
economical for mills to carry out their own measurements. This occurs 
particularly in the testing of fibre raw materials where methods available to 
miUs are time consuming and expensive (particularly where the volume of 
testing required is small). A centre with volume throughput could take 
advantage of the latest automatic equipment to surmount this difficulty. 

The centre could provide facilities for all the tests applicable to the 
mills ,t services. It could also offer services such as checking the calibration 
of measunng instruments, teaching mill staff how to use the equipment and 
carrying out tests for mills that do not have the appropriate equipment. ' 

^HbllShTÌng f0r tHe indU$try- S0•*•« mi«« experience proces«ng 
•L        ÏÏ   are "0t eqUÌPPed t0 inVMt,8ate *• c«• of their owi problems.   The   assistance   of an  outside   agency  offering  specialized 

(f) 
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equipment and manpower would be a great advantage. The service provided 
could range from reasonably straightforward fault finding (using the centre's 
laboratories) to the full-scale investigation of a serious processing problem. 

(g) Teaching and research. If the centre is attached to a university or a similar 
tertiary institution, it could be developed to provide degree and diploma 
courses in textile technology. By training personnel, the centre would thus 
cater to the long-term needs of the local industry, as w?ll as those of a more 
immediate nature. A centre developed in this fashion could carry out 
research programmes on a wide range of problems relevant to the local 
industry. 

(h) Other functions.  The centre might assist in a variety of other ways 
including, perhaps, some of the following: 

Providing assistance in new product development; 
Carrying out wearing or other evaluation trials on new products; 
Advising export companies on the latest overseas standards; 
Arbitrating in cases of disputes over quality; 

Assisting in the correct use of goods by monitoring labels that give 
instructions on such things as washing and ironing; 
Providing a well-equipped library, with translation services; and 
Providing news on current developments in the world textile industry 
by means of a regular publication. 

When a centre is being set up, it is obviously not practical to institute all of the 
above means of assistance at once. The centre must concentrate initially on relatively 
narrow fields of activity and gradually expand into the relevant areas. It could, for 
example, start as a testing centre for the industry and expand from there, or 
alternatively, it could start as a textile school, with testing facilities. The latter 
approach might be more desirable as a long-term arrangement for the local industry. 

Staffing and equipping the centre 

Only a rough guide can be given here, since much will depend on the size of the 
establishment, the functions assigned to it, and its work load. A possible structure for 
a smaller centre is shown in figure 4. 

Management 

Yarn 
manufactura 

Fabric 
manufacture 

Dveingand 
finishing 

Servicing 

Central laboratory, lectura rooms, 
demonstration rooms 

Figure 4.     Organization chart for a small quality control centre 
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t£  »hl8.    ,. ,d COnS,St °f the Cenlre director md his uff'<* staff. Each of 
the  three   textile  sections (yarn  manufacture,   fabric manufacture   dyeina and 
fimshmg) would be in charge of a textile technologist, an expert Tihe nárticuTar 
area. The three textile technologists would be response for gt^e a. qua iHn  o 
and other problems arising in their own sphere of influence V 

The servicing section would provide expert assistance in engineering and 
statical matters to the textile sections. A texTile engineer would be reqùifed o 
prov.de general engineering advice on mill lavoul purchasr of macTntv 
a,r-condmonmg. lighting, machine maintenance etc., wh£ anTndustrÄS 
wou,d be needed to advise on methods engineering and ^^^L^STl 
.tat.hc.an would be required as a consultant in statistical quali^ control 

-««    > CeT  ,ab°rat0ry' Staffed by a mana8" a«d the appropriate number of 
ss,slants and attendants, would provide a testing service for tlLÌbre" sTct'ons 

Lecture and demonstration rooms would also be available 
In larger centres each textile section should have its own laboratory facilities 

w,th a laboratory manager and sufficient support staff This wouldentaÏÏLwÎÎ 
on certain equipment in order not to impair efficiency "g "P 

finen.» Me,) f", ni, e Lneí¡2^ u""'" "" ,he "ew CSIR0 ">»* 
^kl^J^^tôZ^TZ^,KO"' "" ykU """"•¡«•«on. 
«rea, conten,; CSI^rap «ÄS^iÄ^S^ISr ' "" 

M»-»*/«« ,„,/„,. Vibro^ope fo, denie, determination. 

fibre idenlification. Infra-red spectrometer. 

eccentricity ta.«»«.ràJÏÏLnrjS^A,ÏÏ&i '?'" 
ataorptior, and transmillion, and italic electricity ' •"""""»"o". •«»' 
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nhJrZ rVT and '"""* Nep COUntin8 ampíales with clarification 
Photographs; Uster evenness tester complete with tester, recorder integrator 
spectrogram,  „«perfection   meter,  and  Uster statistics; wrap  block  fo Totn« 

wT^ftZTn* b,tr and ** meaSUring "S fo' vam co   t S„      ?(P fibre method, tw.st, untwist, and continuous); friction testers 
2•ïï Î 8raphK: and,Shir,ey ba"i<* ^ter dynamometer with automati "bobbin 
Alts' yam     Cn8   ; WraPPÌng b0ard maChÌne With Standard Photographs for 

Fabric testing. Fabric appearance standards; yam crimp tester, piece classes 
needles, me gratmgs for fabric structure; bursting strength tester; Elmendorfball s"c 
St   rgtfhKteSteí c

L
anti,eVer-type «N* meter, crease recovery tester Sn 

Srw^^t*thlckness tester; abrasion testers (Sto°'and S^<y f •p2S 

Finishing and finish  testing.   Laboratory  dyeing and  finishing  equipment 

£Är forr ïn frr; {fm cabinetifor ^ fadin«; ^^ZZl washwheel for wash fastness; dornest* washing machine; crockmeter for rubbing 
fastness, pre« for pressuig fastness; shrinkage tank for relaxation shrinkage cubex 
washing machme; spectrophotometer for transmission and reflectance measurements 

Siri'* CO,0Ur
#

m;ÍChÍng« inSt,Ument; Water baths (temperature conZkd ' muer, shaken, centnfuges; flammability tester; waterproofing testers (hydrostatic 
head and shower testers); air permeability tester. inyurosianc 

tested"•''" "*'"* SeWÍng machinesidomestic and industrial) and crease sharpness 
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